1. The mathematical theory of the formation of a shadow when waves impinge on an obstacle rests on an application of Huygens' principle, which may be stated in the form that, if a closed surface S be drawn, enclosing all the sources of the waves, the circumstances that obtain at any point outside this surface at a definite time can be expressed in terms of the state of affairs at the surface S at previous times. For waves of sound, the usual analytical expression involves a knowledge of both the velocity potential of the motion and the velocity normal to the surface S at each point of it for all time;* for electric waves, which may be taken to include waves of light, it requires a knowledge of both the electric and magnetic forces tangential to the surface S for all time.f In the application to the theory of shadows,]; the surface S that is chosen coincides in part with the surface of the obstacle, the remaining part being chosen so as to simplify the calculation as much as possible; for example, in the problem of the passage of waves of light through an aperture in a plane screen, the surface S is taken to be the plane of the screen. It is then assumed that the part of the surface S which coincides with the surface of the obstacle contributes nothing, and it follows that, when the wave-length is small, a shadow is formed, whose boundary is determined by the extreme incident rays that meet the surface of the obstacle. The assumption thus made is equivalent to assuming that the obstacle is perfectly absorbing, and for waves of light incident on opaque bodies this is known to be approxi mately true, with possible exception for the case of opaque bodies whose surfaces are polished. For waves of sound incident on an approxi mately rigid obstacle, and for electric waves incident on an approxi mately perfectly conducting body, this theory does not apply: as, in the first case, the condensation does not vanish at the surface of the obstacle; and, in the second case, the tangential magnetic force does not vanish at the surface.
In what follows the behaviour of electric waves incident on a per fectly conducting body will be discussed, and the conditions necessary for the formation of a shadow in this case will incidentally appear. The results for waves of sound incident on a rigid obstacle are very similar.
2. It will be sufficient to consider a comparatively simple case, which is of some importance on account of its application to the propa gation of electric waves along the surface of the earth. The case is that of a Hertzian oscillator placed outside a perfectly conducting sphere. Let the radius of the sphere be , and let the oscillator be at the point C, whose distance OC from O the centre of the sphere is ri, the direction of the axis of the oscillator being along the line OC. The lines of magnetic force are circles, whose centres lie on OC, and whose planes are perpendicular to OC. If y denotes the magnetic force at any point P whose distance from OC is p, yp satisfies the differential equation in which Jm (Kr) denotes Bessel's function of order and P» (p) the zonal harmonic of integral order n. It is, therefore, first necessary to express the magnetic force due to the oscillator in this form. If y\ is the magnetic force at the point P due to the oscillator, yi is the real part of Cf --------■ , in which R is the distance CP and \ dp R velocity of radiation.* W riting 0 g-ucR ti = P ^ '
op It and remembering that R2 = r2 + rx2 -2rrip, this is equivalent to fc = p "-r -h i-le "^i (2n + 1 ) en^2K n+^ (^n ) Jw+i (kt) Pn(p)* dp 0 when r < r i, where 
making these substitutions and rearranging the series, it becomes 0 l)r -* Jn-j(icr) | -^+ 1)2Kw+|(tK ri)|r^-r-
where
If, then, a solution ^ of equation (1) can be found, which is such r)it/ ite as \pi at the point (rlf 0) and vanishes when or r = a, the real part of C\pelKyt will be y, the required magnetic force, 0 for then -(yp) will vanish when r = that is, the electric force 0r tangential to the sphere vanishes. The solution required will be of the form
where > r > a, and the constants A are determined by the Con-
The calculation of the electric forces at a point not on the surface of the sphere presents difficulties, but when the wave-length is small compared with the radius of the sphere, the electric force at the surface of the sphere can be obtained m a simple form. The electric force at the surface of the sphere is normal to the surface, and denoting it by F, 254
Mr At points on the surface of the sphere for which E 0 is great com pared with the wave-length, this becomes, retaining only the most important terms, 4), where x is the angle subtended by OC, and Fi is the electric force along the normal, which would be due to the oscillator if the sphere were absent. From this it follows that the ratio F/Fi gradually diminishes as g decreases, until g approaches the value -1 , wh parable with the terms which have been neglected. Hence, when electric waves are incident on a perfectly conducting sphere, there is no true shadow near the surface when the wave-length is small compared with the radius of the sphere. It can, therefore, be inferred that, when electric waves are incident on a perfectly conducting body whose surface is convex, and has its radii of curvature everywhere great compared with the wave-length, there is no true shadow near to the surface. It is known that, when electric waves of small wave-length are incident on a perfectly conducting wedge, the disturbance does not sensibly creep round the corner, but shoots out so that there is a shadow which coincides the more closely with the geometrical shadow as the wave-length diminishes.* It therefore appears that the condition for the formation of a distinct shadow near the surface of a perfectly conducting body, whose surface is convex, when electric waves are incident on it, is that there should be a line on that part of the surface inside the geometrical shadow along which the radius of curvature of the surface in the plane of incidence of the waves is small compared with the wave-length.
3. The electric force normal to the surface of a sphere, which is a fairly good conductor, may be obtained by an analysis similar to that given above. The result is
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[Jan. 21, where € = cnc/4 irV, and 71 pi s the real part of f(r), an resistance of the material of the sphere, the other symbols having the same meaning as before; it being assumed that e, which for ordinary metallic conductors is of the order 10~7 when the wave-length is about 10 cm., is small. If F' now denotes the electric force normal to the surface, F' differs in phase from F (the electric force normal to the surface when the sphere is a perfect conductor) by a small amount, and the ratio of the amplitude of F' to F is 1 --|e2. The effect of imperfect conduction is therefore to diminish the electric force normal to the surface, but only by an inappreciable amount when the obstacle is as good a conductor as an ordinary m etal; for sea water, taking <r = 1010, the correction is less than one part in a thousand.* 4 . The effect of a rigid spherical obstacle on the waves of sound sent out from a source, when the wave-length is small compared with the radius of the sphere, can be obtained by an analysis which s almost identical with that given above. The result is that at any point on the sphere at a distance from the source great compared with the wave-length,
where < f> i is the velocity potential at the point due to the source, and < f> is the actual velocity potential there. There is, therefore, no true shadow near the surface of the sphere. Lord Kayleighf has discussed the effect of a rigid sphere on the waves sent out from a source close to the surface, and found th at there was no indication of the forma tion of a shadow for wave-lengths greater than half the circumference. The above statement completes the investigation. The conditions for the formation of a distinct shadow, when waves of sound are incident on an approximately rigid obg-acle, follow ; they are of the same type as those already stated for an approximately perfectly conducting body on which electric waves are incident. 5. The results of § 2 have an immediate application to the question of the propagation of electric waves around the surface of the earth. Let C be a place on the earth's surface from which waves are being sent o u t; these waves may be supposed to be due to an oscillator placed vertically. The electric force acting on a receiver at a place, whose angular distance from C measured along a great circle is 0, will be F, given by equation (4 ) § 2, when the distance of the receiver from the oscillator is great compared with the wave-length. In this case T\ is nearly equal to a, and may be put e of 6 for which equation (4 ) convenient for purposes of comparison to substitute for Fi in terms of another quantity ; let F2 denote the electric force due to the at a point in its equatorial plane at a distance ad from the oscillator, which is the same as the arcual distance of the receiver; then
where F is the amplitude of F, and F2 the amplitude of F2; the ratio of the intensities in the two cases is Id. The following table shows the manner of variation of the amplitudes and the intensity (Id) near the sphere as 9 increases from 20° to 120°:- For example, when 9 = \ tt, that is for the case of the earth at a distance of rather more than 3000 miles, the amplitude of the electric force acting on the receiver is more than half the amplitude of the electric force that would be directly due to the oscillator at that distance, and the intensity nearly three-tenths. These results will apply when the two places are separated by good conducting material such as sea water, the effect of the imperfect conduction of such substances being by § 3 negligible. They explain why wireless telegraphy is more effective over the sea or wet soil than over dry soil; from § 3 it follows that a badly-conducting obstacle diminishes the effect. It is also to be expected from § 2 that the influence of a ridge of some sharpness between the places is to create a distinct shadow, to such an extent that the effect would be inappreciable ; the same result would be produced by an intervening headland; this agrees with the experience of Captain Jackson.* This concluding Memoir contains a general discussion of the results acquired in the four previous parts of this series, and of their bearing on a theory of sterilisation in the sporophyte. The attempt is made to build up the comparative morphology of the sporophyte from below, by the study of its simpler types; the higher and more specialised types are left out of account, except for occasional com parison. It is assumed for the purposes of the discussion that alter nation of generations in the Archegoniatse is of the antithetic type, and that apogamy and apospory are abnormalities, not of primary origin.
After a brief allusion to facts of sterilisation in the Sporogonia of Bryophytes, the similar facts are summarised for the Pteridophytes. It has been found that examples of sterilisation of potentially sporogenous cells are common also in vascular plants, while occasionally cells which are normally sterile may develop spores. Hence it is concluded that spore-production in the Archegoniate plants is not in all cases strictly limited to, or defined by, preordained formative cells, or cell-groups. A discussion of the archesporium follows, and though it is found that in all Pteridophyta the sporogenous tissue is ultimately referable to the segmentation of a superficial cell, or cells, still in them, and indeed in vascular plants at large, the segmentations which lead up to the formation of spore-mother-cells are not comparable in all cases ; in fact, that there is no general law of segmentation under lying the existence of that cell or cells which a last analysis may mark out as the " archesporium nor do these ultimate parent cells give rise in all cases to cognate products. Therefore it is concluded that the general application of a definite term to those ultimate parent cells which the analysis discloses has no scientific meaning, beyond the statement of the histiogenic fact.
Further, it is shown that the tapetum is not a morphological constant,
